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House Resolution 177

By: Representatives Bruce of the 61st, Dawkins-Haigler of the 91st, Frazier of the 126th, Scott

of the 76th, Jones of the 62nd, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Clyde Bradley on his outstanding accomplishments and1

inviting him to be recognized by the House of Representatives; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Clyde Bradley, a professional photo/video journalist based in Atlanta, has3

diligently and conscientiously devoted innumerable hours of his time to perfecting his craft4

and has established himself as one of the city's most rooted and passionate journalists; and5

WHEREAS, with over five years dedicated to coverage of pressing community concerns and6

to empowering the community by giving voice to marginalized issues and individuals, this7

visionary has garnered an unimpeachable reputation for integrity, intelligence, and creativity;8

and9

WHEREAS, Clyde Bradley is the founder of The Bradley Report, a grassroots media10

organization, which focuses on highlighting and raising awareness of cultural and social11

news content, archiving historical events, and delivering media training for youth members;12

and13

WHEREAS, this distinguished gentleman, who was recently honored by the Rainbow PUSH14

organization, has gained a reputation for his ability to generate exclusive content that15

mainstream media often ignores; and16

WHEREAS, he has worked with many of the nation's most prominent groups and17

organizations, including The Action Network, The Africa Heritage Foundation, Concerned18

Black Clergy, The Center for Civil and Human Rights, the National Association for the19

Advancement of Colored People, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Georgia20

Stand-Up, People's Agenda, The King Center, Emory University, and so many more; and21

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this22

remarkable individual be appropriately recognized.23
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that24

the members of this body commend and recognize Clyde Bradley on his significant25

contributions to the community and the State of Georgia and invite him to be recognized by26

the House of Representatives at a date and time designated by the Speaker of the House of27

Representatives.28

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized29

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Clyde Bradley.30


